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NEWSLETTER

Sustainability or Reliability?
Can't We Have Both?
While some thought we were going to have a repeat of 2020 for
winter, others were more cautious - and correct. Winter has
arrived and with it, some questions about reliable energy in this
quest for greening the grid. Record breaking cold and winter
storms rolled across most of the country, leaving millions without
power.
In Texas, roughly 4 million households were without electricity
for days. How does this happen in a state that has abundant oil
and gas resources? As we reported way back in 2020, the vast
majority of new power generation added to Texas over the last
few years - over 95% - has been wind and solar, largely driven by
government subsidies. One-third of Texas’s power now comes
from wind (25%) and solar (~9%) generation. This uptick in wind
has retired coal and natural gas generation. Sounds like a good
idea - until you realize that coal and gas produce reliable power
while wind depends on available wind and turbines that use
electricity to warm the oil that keeps them spinning.
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Continued...
The cold, icy weather caused the turbines to “freeze up”, or lose efficiency and eventually
stop spinning, causing a significant amount of wind generation to go offline. When combined
with a surge in demand that was not anticipated by the grid operator (ERCOT) and a higher
than normal amount of capacity out for planned maintenance (also approved by ERCOT),
the result was low grid frequency, which caused gas, coal and part of a nuclear plant to trip
and shut off to avoid damaging the plants’ equipment, leaving millions without power. And
if this can happen in Texas, what’s going to happen in other states, such as Iowa or Illinois,
who rank #3 and #5 in wind capacity? While Texas is spending time investigating what
happened, they - and other states - should also focus on what can be done to prevent similar
failures going forward.

Speaking of
sustainability,
don’t miss OEM’s
upcoming
webinar on
March 30th at
noon CST, where
we will give our
take on the
markets and
sustainability
initiatives. Click
here for more
information and
to register.
Space is limited!
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Wind and solar aren’t the only renewable fuels on the horizon. Eleven power
plants in the US have announced plans to use hydrogen or a natural
gas/hydrogen blend in the future. Pipelines are starting to respond by looking
at ways they can transport these fuels through the unutilized segments of
their system.

Crude Oil
For the week ending February 12, the oil-directed rig count increased by 7 for
a total of 306 active rigs. Again the Permian (Texas/New Mexico) saw the
biggest gains. We expect to see next week’s number decline, as shut-ins from
the storms have taken 3 million bbl/day offline, most of it in the Permian
basin. Prior to the storms, daily production was ~11 million bbl/day. This has
helped push prices above $60/bbl. March WTI crude is currently trading at
$60.06/bbl.
In a move impacting oil and gas leases, President Biden issued an executive
order suspending new leases on Federal lands indefinitely. New Mexico’s
Delaware Basin will be hardest hit, as over 40% of the land used in production
is federally owned.

Natural Gas
Driven by cold temperatures and supply concerns, natural gas prices in
Chicago and California were trading at over $150.00/MMBtu going into
Valentine’s Day weekend. By Tuesday, these prices were driven even higher,
with the Midcontinent, California and Texas seeing prices as high as
$1,250.00/MMBtu at one trading point. Daily average prices were close to
$100.00/MMBtu in these regions.
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Natural Gas... Continued

The February 2021 contract settled at $2.76/MMBtu, $0.06 cents higher than
January 2021. Prices traded within a range during the first part of February
then rose dramatically as freeze-offs caused a sharp decline in production,
temperatures reached record lows and pipeline capacity was curtailed because
of the weather. The conditions driving up the spot prices are also starting to
drive up the prompt month prices and the March 2021 contract is currently
trading at $3.219/MMBtu.
Natural gas rig counts were down 2 week-over-week, bringing the total to 90,
which is 20 less than this time last year. An estimated 18-22 BCF/day of
production was shut in because of the weather and is slow to recover.
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Natural Gas Continued...
LNG exports also declined this week, as domestic demand along with
transportation conditions caused LNG to drop to a daily low of 3.8 BCF.
Exports are slowly coming back, although not as quickly as previous
estimates. The need for natural gas in North America brought on by
decreased production will also contribute to rising prices both here and
around the world.
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Natural Gas Continued...
Indiana passed a bill prohibiting local governments from making laws that ban
use of natural gas for home heating. This legislation was introduced to keep
municipal governments from adopting measures recently implemented by cities
across California and the Northeast that ban the use of natural gas in new
construction. The bill also takes similar measures implemented in Kansas and
Missouri a step further by requiring a 10-year payback period for investments
in clean energy, such as energy efficient buildings and electric vehicles.
In Washington, another city jumps on the “no new natural gas” train. Seattle
passed a new energy code that will ban the use of natural gas for space and
water heating in new commercial and apartment buildings that exceed three
stories.

Natural Gas Storage
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Natural Gas Storage Continued...

Storage for the week ending February 12th is 2,281 BCF, which is 105 BCF
lower than last year and 57 BCF above the five-year average. The withdrawal
was 237, which is currently the largest of the 2020-2021 winter season. Next
week’s withdrawal is projected to be even higher and may set a new record.
Projections for end of winter inventory are now 1.4 TCF, a decrease of 0.4 TCF
from earlier this month.

Power
Power prices in Texas also reached record levels this week. Record-breaking
low temperatures and icy weather drove spot power prices to the cap of
$9,000/MWH and left millions of customers across the state without power
and/or subject to rolling blackouts. While not as dramatic as Texas, cold
temperatures, supply fears and high gas prices also drove power prices higher
in the Midcontinent and California.
With the exception of New York, forward prices are down in the Northeast,
Midwest, and California, while up slightly in New York and sharply in Texas.
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Power... Continued
In California, regulators instructed the state’s three largest utilities, PG&E,
SoCal Edison and San Diego Gas & Electric to solicit contracts or build new
supply resources ready for operation by June 2021 to avoid rolling blackouts
this summer. The utilities will have to get approval from the state before
entering into new contracts and decisions should be announced shortly.
Also in California, the state can’t seem to resist picking on businesses. The
Climate Corporate Accountability Act was introduced this month, which would
require US based businesses with $1 billion in revenue to report all greenhouse
gas emissions from direct operations, energy usage and supply chain
worldwide, as well as set reduction targets beginning in 2025.
In Delaware, the state House passed legislation increasing the renewable
energy requirement for utilities from 25% to 40% by 2035. The bill has been
sent to the governor for action.
DTE Energy in Michigan submitted its annual filing to establish the 2021 cap
for retail choice. The new cap is 4.4 million MWh. Only 3.75 million MWh
were on retail choice for 2020, so an additional 650,000 MWh load can start
taking retail service. DTE will start notifying the customers in its queue this
month.

Interested in third-party power for your facilities
in Michigan? We can work with you to get you
into the queue or find out where you are in line.
Contact us for more information.
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Power Continued...

In Tennessee, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) approved a new rate
structure that allows its power companies to assess fees on solar customers.
One utility, the Southwest Tennessee Electric Membership Cooperative
(STEMC), has imposed a $25 monthly fee on solar customers. There is very
little solar activity on STEMC and the new fee may help keep it that way.
Texas added almost 2,200 MW of wind capacity generation in the fourth
quarter of 2020, bringing its total to ~33 GW. In 2020, wind generation
surpassed coal-fired generation, and wind now makes up 25% of the resource
mix. Given the state’s recent outages and rolling blackouts, regulators may
want to rethink this balance.
In Virginia, legislators advanced a bill permitting customers of investor-owned
utilities to shop for 3rd party electricity as long as they purchase 100%
renewable supply, regardless of whether the utility offers a 100% renewable
product. This would amend the current law, which only allows customers to
purchase 3rd party renewable power if their utility does not offer a 100%
renewable product. The bill now goes to the full house for consideration.

Weather
We’ve been reporting on the competing La Nina and the North Atlantic
Oscillation weather patterns impacting the US. For now, the NAO is winning,
as storms impacted the majority of the country. Record cold temperatures and
snowfall impacted almost all areas of the country. Looking ahead, the 6-10
and 8-14 day outlooks are projecting above-normal temperatures for the East
and normal-to-below for the West.
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Weather continued ......

About Us
Don’t miss our upcoming webinar on the state of the energy markets,
sustainability and more March 30th at noon. Sign up here.

At Our Energy Manager, we focus on helping our customers manage their
energy and make informed decisions. We partner with our clients to become
an extension of their organizations, providing our customers with the
benefits of an in-house energy department at a fraction of the cost.

The content of this newsletter is for general information purposes only and should not be relied upon to make any
business, legal or other decisions. All opinions and views expressed are those of Our Energy Manager and may
change as more information becomes available.

